Potential use of personal protection online search during COVID-19 pandemic for predicting and monitoring public response
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ABSTRACT
COVID-19 has become a global public health emergency in almost all over the world, including in Indonesia. Effective risk communication becomes an emergency response to increase awareness and determine appropriate interventions. The study aimed to assess the success of risk communication monitoring using Google Trends during the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia. Quantitative and qualitative research uses time-series data (31 December 2019-2 May 2020). The relative search volume (RSV) of keyword ‘masker’ (mask) and ‘cuci tangan’ (handwashing) from Google Trends (GT) and the number of COVID-19 daily cases were collected. Analyzed qualitatively. RSV search data and daily case comparisons were performed based on Pearson correlation analysis and time lag correlation with significance <0.05. The keyword ‘masker’ has four peaks and ‘cuci tangan’ has three peaks with fluctuations due to the increase in mask prices, government policies, news, and official WHO recommendations. Validation using time-lag correlation shows the significant results between RSV keywords related to personal protection and the number of COVID-19 cases. The highest correlation was achieved by the keyword ‘masker’ three days before the number of COVID-19 cases. Google Trends can potentially be used as a complement and support for early warning systems in the surveillance system and improve public health responses in Indonesia.
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1. INTRODUCTION
World health organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 as a global pandemic on 11 March 2020, after previously reported an outbreak of lower respiratory tract disease in Wuhan, China, 31 December 2019 [1]. There were 3,588,773 confirmed cases and 247,503 deaths (case fatality rate 6.9%) out of 214 infected countries (185 of which countries have experienced local transmissions) until 6 May 2020 [2]. Indonesia has become one of the countries with local transmissions with a total of 12,438 confirmed cases and 895 deaths (case fatality rate of 7.2%) [3].

Risk communication is defined as the interchange of information, advice or opinions from experts to people who are currently at risk in the sector of health, economic or social [4]. Risk communication and community engagement (RCCE) is an evident manifestation of the application of risk communication that
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has been carried out in prior public health emergencies of international concern and has become an integral success in responding to emergency health problems [5]. Aspects of COVID-19 pandemic increases the risk perception in society as a result of the community's fear of COVID-19 such as high infection rates, significant disability and death rates, lack of protective measures or treatment and rapid increase of cases and, cases fatality rates [6]. These factors cause serious and unmeasured consequences as a result of increased risk perception. The most prominent example is the problem of personal protective equipment (PPE) limitations to protect doctors from the risk of infection. The limitation of PPE is caused by panic buying, stockpiling, and abuse which causes demand for PPE needs to increase [7, 8]. The consequence of this finding is the scarcity of PPE that should be provided to health workers who treat patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 which can ultimately lead to an increase in the number of illnesses and deaths of health workers during COVID-19 [8, 9].

The internet becomes more widely used as sources of health services information. Analysis of internet search habits is carried out through infodemiologists and infoveillance as a public health informatics method to increase situational awareness and appropriate interventions. Google Trends is an alternative facility for searching data on the level of public attention through relative search volumes (RSV). This data can be used for real-time analysis of the transmission, severity, and natural history of a disease pathogen, also predictions of an increase in infected cases [10].

Changes in conditions and information in the community develop rapidly during an unstable period. Transmission of up-to-date and reliable information must be a top priority for achieving appropriate and effective risk communication [8]. Therefore, researchers are interested in monitoring the response of the Indonesian people in finding data about COVID-19 during this pandemic using Google trends data that focuses on predicting and monitoring people's behaviour regarding personal protection, with the hope that the outcome of using Google trends as an early warning system and a tool for monitoring public reaction can be used to help risk communication during the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Quantitative and qualitative research used time-series data from 31 December 2019 to 2 May 2020. A new COVID-19 case report was obtained daily from the official website of the task force for the acceleration of COVID-19 handling in Indonesia by the national disaster mitigation agency (Badan Nasional Penanggulangan Bencana) (https://bnpb-inacovid19.hub.arcgis.com/). A Google trends (GT) search was conducted (https://trends.google.com/trends) with the keywords ‘masker’ (mask) and ‘cuci tangan’ (handwashing) at the same time. The keywords ought to represent information from the practice of personal prevention as a measure of handling COVID-19 disease transmission.

Every related spike found analyzed qualitatively as additional information. The relative search volumes (RSV) of each keyword are relative to time represented by the value 100 for the highest level and 0 for the lowest level. The RSV GT data was compared with the new daily cases data obtained from the official website of the task force for the acceleration of handling COVID-19 in Indonesia. Time-lagged correlation in the three-day interval of the number of COVID-19 daily new cases and GT data was used to assess between the correlation of the increase in GT data and the increase in COVID-19 cases, as has been done in previous studies [11, 12].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the data in Figure 1 shows the time series of COVID-19 cases in Indonesia from 31 December 2019 to 2 May 2020. The first case in Indonesia emerged on 2 March 2020 and has relatively increased to the present [3]. The time series of the COVID-19 case illustrated in a single graphical form along with Google Trends data. Based on the search terms from Google Trends, there were 4 peaks on the keyword ‘masker’ and 3 peaks on the keyword ‘cuci tangan’. Figure 1 also shows search information using the keyword ‘masker’ having a higher value than the COVID-19 case report, while the keyword ‘cuci tangan’ tended to have a lower value. Both keywords also had queries that directly related to the keywords ‘corona’ and ‘covid’ as shown in Table 1. The results show that people were aware of the ‘masker’ and ‘cuci tangan’ associated with the COVID-19 incident.

The ‘masker’ keyword search trend in Indonesia was relatively balanced starting on 31 December 2020, when the first case of COVID-19 appeared in Wuhan, China. The search gradually increased on 25 January 2020 and reached its first peak on 6 February 2020, then experienced a gradual decline. The increased search for the keyword ‘masker’ in February 2020 was in line with the trend of an increase in mask exports up to 6.8 times higher than in January 2020 [13]. This high export resulted in a reduced circulation of masks in the community increasing demand for goods. Pharmacy in Blora, Central Java,
stated that the stock of masks was empty because the supply from sales was no longer running [14]. As a result of the scarcity of mask products, the surge of face mask prices happened and the trend of increasing prices was spiking online with an average increase of 7-8 times [15]. The second peak occurred on 3 March 2020, one day after the first positive case of COVID-19 in Indonesia was confirmed, with an increase of more than 3.75 times compared to the previous day [16]. The discovery of this first case can trigger public panic which then flocked to look for a mask that intended as one of the tools to protect against coronavirus infections.

Figure 1. GT relative search volume (RSV) of COVID-19 case and personal protection related keyword search interest in Indonesia for the period 31 December 2019-2 May 2020

Table 1. Queries of search interests with keywords related to personal protection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bahasa</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Bahasa</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Masker'</td>
<td>'Corona Mask'</td>
<td>'Cuci tangan corona'</td>
<td>'Wash hands corona'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Scuba 'masker'</td>
<td>'Scuba 'mask'</td>
<td>'Cuci tangan COVID'</td>
<td>'Wash hands COVID'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Cara membuat masker kain'</td>
<td>'How to make a fabric mask'</td>
<td>'Gambar orang cuci tangan'</td>
<td>'Pictures of people washing hands'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Pabrik masker sensi'</td>
<td>'Sensi mask factory'</td>
<td>'Cuci tangan antiseptik'</td>
<td>'Hand wash antiseptic'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Distributor masker sensi'</td>
<td>'Sensi mask distributor'</td>
<td>'Gambar cuci tangan corona'</td>
<td>'Hand washing corona image'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Masker sritex'</td>
<td>'Sritex mask'</td>
<td>'Antiseptik'</td>
<td>'Antiseptic'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Sritex'</td>
<td></td>
<td>'Gambar virus corona'</td>
<td>'Corona virus image'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Masker anti virus'</td>
<td>'Anti virus mask'</td>
<td>'Poster cuci tangan corona'</td>
<td>'Corona hand washing poster'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Pola masker kain'</td>
<td>'Fabric mask pattern'</td>
<td>'Poster cuci tangan COVID-19'</td>
<td>'COVID-19 hand washing poster'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Masker sensi murah'</td>
<td>'Cheap sensi mask'</td>
<td>'Cuci tangan png'</td>
<td>'Wash hands png'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subsequent increase in searches reached its peak on 16 March 2020, when the Government policies regarding online learning and working from home through the Ministry of Education and Culture and the statement of extending the COVID-19 disaster emergency status for 91 days until 29 May 2020 by the National disaster mitigation agency (BNPB) [17]. This upward trend continues until March 24. Several phenomena can explain this incident, including the statement of the Ministry of SOEs that has prepared PPE (masks) for distribution to the public, news of the arrest of traders who sold masks for Rp. 400,000 (normal price range of Rp. 50,000), as well as a statement from the Indonesian government spokesman for handling COVID-19 which claimed 80 percent of positive cases of corona in Indonesia had mild to moderate symptoms [18-20]. The statement of the Ministry of BUMN and the Indonesian government spokesperson for handling COVID-19 should reduce the anxiety in the community and prevent them from panic buying masks, while the news of securing traders who sold masks at high prices causes the interest of mask reseller traders to decrease, so the search figure for mask has decreased [18, 19].

The last peak was found on 6 April 2020, after previously increased starting on 4 April 2020 and decreased gradually thereafter. This increase coincided with the official statement from WHO regarding "Advice on the use of masks in the context of COVID-19". This statement contains a large amount of information in community and health care settings. Community settings also contain alternative
suggestions beyond the use of masks in healthy people (because there was no sufficient evidence), for example through physical distancing, maintaining regular hand hygiene, good and proper cough ethics, and avoiding touching the face area especially the mouth, nose, and eyes [21].

The ‘cuci tangan’ keyword search in Indonesia has a relatively lower search volume compared to the ‘masker’ keyword. The first peak was observed to occur on 2 March 2020, related to COVID-19 first case findings and relatively stable thereafter [16]. The second peak occurred on 16 March 2020, with an increasing trend occurring since 13 March 2020, and relatively stable. Moreover, the Government policies regarding online learning and working from home through the Ministry of Education and Culture Circular and the statement of extending the COVID-19 disaster emergency status by BNPB, an increase in search trends may also due to the issuance of UNICEF’s recommendation on “Everything you need to know about washing your hands to protect against coronavirus (COVID-19)” on the same day, resulting in an increase in public interest in searching various search term queries related to washing hands, for example, antiseptics, as shown in Table 1 [22]. The third peak occurred on 7 April 2020, caused by the recommended alternative protection from COVID-19 from WHO, which is one of them by maintaining hand hygiene regularly [21]. Afterwards, the search trend for the keyword "hand washing" tends to decrease until now.

Close contact and droplets have been proven from existing research as a method of spreading the virus that causes COVID-19. Therefore, the community can make prevention and mitigation efforts through the application of cough ethics, avoiding touching the mucous area of the face, following social distancing policies, doing regular hand hygiene, and wearing masks if they have respiratory symptoms [23]. Masks as part of PPE are experiencing global supply disruption. This is not only due to an increase in COVID-19 cases but also due to misinformation resulting in panic buying and stockpiling. This disruption will continue as long as PPE production is still limited and inappropriate use continues. Given that Indonesia often experiences a surge in the number of new cases and the prediction that Indonesia will reach 106,000 cases in July, public education will be urgently needed to prevent unnecessary use of masks [24, 25]. Educational considerations on the use of masks can be based on the intended use, risk of exposure, user vulnerability, life situation, sustainability, and type of mask used. WHO supports the use of masks during a COVID-19 pandemic, with the emphasis on the use of surgical masks aimed at health workers, while the public advising using masks made of cloth or homemade [21].

The Pearson correlation results in Table 2 show a low positive correlation (R-value .30 to .50 and p≤0.05) between the COVID-19 case report and Google Trends data. The correlation of the keyword ‘masker’ was higher than the keyword ‘cuci tangan’, with values of 0.4941 and 0.4612, respectively. Time lag correlation results show a moderate positive correlation (R-value .50 to .70 and p ≤0.05) between COVID-19 case reports and Google Trends data 1-3 days before, with R-values in the range 0.5228-0.5720 for the keyword ‘masker’ and 0.5009-0.5696 for the keyword ‘cuci tangan’. This finding was in accordance with research from Husnayain in 2020 which concluded a positive correlation between the GT search data and the positive case findings in Taiwan. The same study also concluded GT as a tool for monitoring public unrest due to the COVID-19 pandemic in Taiwan [11]. Previous studies have used Google Trends as a surveillance tool on various other diseases with strong correlation results [26-29]. The search for information using the keyword ‘masker’ three days before, showed the highest correlation with COVID-19 case reports, which showed the highest increase in search rates occurred three days before the increase in new cases of COVID-19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Time-lag Pearson correlations between ‘Masker’ keyword in GT RSV related to COVID-19 daily cases in Indonesia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keyword</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Masker&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;cuci tangan&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Pearson Correlation significant at p≤0.05

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the distribution of personal protection keyword search interest in Indonesia marked by blue color for ‘masker’ and red for ‘cuci tangan’, with the level of interest indicated by brighter color. Correlation of ‘masker’ keywords related to COVID-19 daily cases with time-lag ranges 1-3 days before or without by Province in Indonesia showed significant results in 10 Provinces with the highest keyword ‘masker’ search rate based on Google Trends as shown in Figure 2 with a total of 15 provinces with significant value. Another note can be obtained was all Provinces in Java had
a significant correlation. Similar results also obtained from the ‘cuci tangan’ keyword as shown in Figure 3, although the level of significance experienced by fewer Provinces (10 Provinces), with 5 out of 6 Provinces on Java being significant (except the Special Region of Yogyakarta).

**Figure 2.** Time-lag correlations between ‘Masker’ keyword in GT RSV related to COVID–19 daily cases sorted from Province in Indonesia and the highest interest based on Google Trends

**Figure 3.** Time-lag correlations between ‘cuci tangan’ keyword in GT RSV related to COVID–19 daily cases sorted from Province in Indonesia and the highest interest based on Google Trends
One of the efforts to prevent the Indonesian people is to access information about COVID-19 infection [30]. Information seeking behavior is a factor influencing internet search tendencies. This factor is influenced by various things, from internal factors such as age, gender, cultural aspects, language, social class, education level, marital status, and level of healthcare use and stress level, which may vary from one and another, and external factor such as internet penetration [11]. Another factor that influenced the recommended keywords on google search described based on previous search queries. Based on the description of search queries about the keywords ‘masker’ and ‘cuci tangan’, in general, the search of Indonesian people has led to the search for information related to ‘corona’ or ‘covid’. This finding shows that the information-seeking behavior of Indonesian people has sharpened to the level of COVID-19 prevention through searching for protection methods of virus infections, although differs from conventional surveillance systems because it did not specifically describe the characteristics of individual searchers. Increased search for keywords related to personal protection 1-3 days before the increase in cases shows the potential use of Google Trends data as a complement and support for early warning systems in surveillance systems and has the potential to improve public health response in Indonesia [12].

In 2018, internet users in Indonesia reached over 150 million with 56% penetration spread throughout the region, while the number of mobile internet users was 142.8 million people with a penetration percentage of 53%. The survey results of the Indonesian internet service providers association (Assosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia/APJII) in 2018 that internet users still had the highest percentage in Java (95.3 million people with 55.7% penetration) and Sumatra (36.9 million people with a penetration rate of 21.6%) [31].

The number of internet users in various locations can determine the volume of internet searches. In general, there was a higher correlation in the region with higher internet penetration rates [11]. Other studies also show challenges related to internet penetration and information-seeking behavior in the implementation of Google Trends research in Indonesia [29]. Other research stated that Google Trends was more suitable for use in developing countries with wider internet penetration [24]. The application of the use of Google Trends in regions with low internet penetration is still a challenge and validation is needed to use Google Trends in regions with high disease prevalence in Indonesia with internet penetration levels as a comparison. Each country has its conditions that can affect the successful implementation of COVID-19 transmission handling efforts that cause the method varied [32]. Some strategies proven to be able to reduce COVID-19 transmission rates were the implementation of physical distancing at specific locations, mass inspection efforts, cessation of PPE exports, and through strict infection control measures [33-35]. In Indonesia, physical distancing measures have been carried out through large-scale social restrictions propaganda (PSBB) to stop transmission of COVID-19, but in its implementation, the PSBB has not taken place effectively with the number of new cases continues to grow [36, 37]. Also, Indonesia is still one of the countries with the lowest COVID-19 examination rate in the world [37]. Researchers advise the government to take steps to deal with COVID-19 through efforts to increase the effectiveness of PSBB by establishing aggressive legal procedures for offenders and increase the number of tests based on population size.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on these findings, GT has the potential to be a tool for monitoring personal protection efforts in the community as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in Indonesia in 1-3 days before the increase in the number of cases, as well as determine the appropriate location and time for risk communication which allows medical providers to make a tailored preventive and promotive measure. Analysis of personal protection efforts in the community when an outbreak occurs can increase risk communication from the government so that the public knows, wants, and can carry out early protection activities, so it is expected that the daily incidence rate of COVID-19 can be reduced. More efforts are needed to socialize hand hygiene to the public in the hope that the level of community knowledge in COVID-19 prevention will be better. The author suggests reaffirming the rules of PSBB and increasing the number of tests as an effort the government can carry out in tackling COVID-19 in Indonesia. The government of Indonesia can be used the GT as a tool for monitoring personal protection efforts and risk communication in the community.
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